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The LFC (Lost Foam Casting) process affects the microstructure, the mechanical properties, the damage mechanisms and the fatigue failure of the materials. The first purpose of this paper is to study the cyclic mechanical behaviors, damage and lifetime of the A319 aluminum alloy manufactured by the LFC process used in the automotive industry under TMF (Thermo-Mechanical Fatigue) and LCF (Low Cycle Fatigue) conditions. A second objective is to select an effective fatigue criterion which should be easy to apply for the design of structures submitted to complex multiaxial thermo-mechanical loadings. In this way, several energy-based criteria are used to predict fatigue failure. Good agreement between predicted fatigue lifetimes and experimental results was obtained for different TMF and LCF loading conditions.

1. Introduction

Engine efficiency, specific power increase and engine size reduction transformed the Thermo-Mechanical Fatigue (TMF) of the cylinder head fire deck into a critical design aspect in the automotive industry [1–4]. Therefore, the durability assessment of these components is increasingly in demand to ensure field reliability targets [5,6]. Automotive power train applications, except the exhaust system, are characterized by low to intermediate operating temperatures up to 300 °C. Therefore, the silicon (Si), magnesium (Mg) and copper (Cu) based aluminum alloys used in the cylinder head component are exposed to operating temperatures higher than those of their final heat treatments. These operating temperatures potentially induce creep and aging effects and need to be considered in durability assessment [7].

The excellent castability and mechanical properties of the A319 alloy make it a popular choice in automotive applications. Its low specific gravity mass is essential to reduce energy consumption, and its excellent corrosion resistance and the low cost of recycling are also important considerations from an environmental point of view. Addition of Cu to eutectic Al-Si alloys leads to a slight increase in alloy fluidity, and a reduction of the Si eutectic temperature of 1.8 °C for every 1 wt.% Cu added. Also, some of the mechanical properties obviously benefit from the addition of Cu as an alloying element such as yield strength and ultimate tensile strength [8,9].

Recently Lost Foam Casting (LFC) replaced Die Casting (DC) as a standard casting process. The main drawbacks of the LFC process are the coarsening of the microstructure in terms of DAS (Dendrite Arm Spacing) or grain size, essentially due to low solidification rates, residual porosity, and brittle phases (eutectics, intermetallics) formed during the degradation of the polymeric pattern [10,11]. Previous investigations have shown that, besides the grain size and the grain boundary, other important metallurgy factors that significantly affect the ductile fracture of aluminum alloys are the second-phase particles inherently contained in the alloys, including large Fe-, Cu-, Mg- and Si-rich inclusions (about 110 μm in diameter), intermediate Cr-, Mn- or Zr-rich dispersoids and small precipitates (nanometer size). The large particles, defined as constituents, are brittle in nature, have different elastic and thermal properties and are usually the primary void/crack initiators or the preferential crack propagation path. As a result, the influence of the constituents on the ductile fracture of aluminum alloys has attracted extensive attention in the recent literature [12].

This paper presents first a series of LCF and TMF tests performed to investigate the influences of over aging and fatigue loading on the cyclic mechanical properties, fatigue lifetime, and damage mechanisms of the A319 aluminum alloy obtained by the LFC process. In a second step, in order to compare their prediction capability, a number of energy-based fatigue criteria coming from literature [13,16,17] are proposed and the TMF experimental and computed results are discussed.
2. Experiments

2.1. Materials and composition

The alloy studied here is a A319 aluminum–silicon alloy obtained by the LFC process and with no heat treatment, as applied to the automotive industry. An overview of its chemical composition is presented in Table 1. The specimens were extracted from the inter-valve zones of industrially manufactured cylinder heads in order to obtain the same microstructure as on components, i.e. a DAS of 73.7 μm was measured for the A319 alloy after microstructural observations. Two material states will be compared next, the initial state with no heat treatment and the over aged state obtained after aging the material for 200 h at 250 °C.

SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) observations were carried out and, as displayed in Fig. 1, the microstructure presents two pre-eutectic iron-based intermetallics, α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi, and a copper-based eutectic (θ – Al – Al2Cu). Similar observations were made previously for example in [18]. It will further be shown that these different phases play an important role in the fatigue damage process.

2.2. Experimental procedures

This study was based on strain-controlled TMF and LCF tests [6,19]. A servohydraulic machine was used to perform the fatigue tests on a cylindrical plain specimen (see Fig. 2). Two separate induction coils were used for the heating. LCF tests were carried out at 150 °C, 200 °C and 250 °C for variable mechanical strain ranges (Δe = 0.1–0.8%). The results of the LCF tests for the A319 alloy are presented and compared to the A356 in [20] where several energy-based fatigue criteria are discussed.

Table 1
Nominal chemical composition of A319.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Si (%)</th>
<th>Mn (%)</th>
<th>Fe (%)</th>
<th>Mg (%)</th>
<th>Cu (%)</th>
<th>Zn (%)</th>
<th>Ti (%)</th>
<th>Ni (%)</th>
<th>Sr (ppm)</th>
<th>P (ppm)</th>
<th>V (%)</th>
<th>Zr (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A319</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Initial microstructure of LFC A319 (DAS = 73.3 μm): (a) global view of different phases, (b) Al–Si eutectics and α-AlFeSi intermetallic, (c) β-AlFeSi needle-like intermetallics, ad=nd (d) θ – Al – Al2Cu eutectics.

Fig. 2. Geometry of the cylindrical specimen used for LCF and TMF tests.
The TMF tests are out-of-phase tests with or without dwell time at maximum or minimum temperatures. The maximum mechanical strain ranges were $\Delta \varepsilon = 0.2$–0.6%, with a mechanical strain ratio $R = 1$ and a strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-3} (1/\text{s})$. Maximum and minimum temperatures are 250 °C and 100 °C respectively and the chosen temperature range is close to the engines in-service start–stop temperature ranges. The dwell time at maximum or minimum temperature was 50 s. Constant heating and cooling rates are applied (linear variations of temperature with time), depending on the applied strain range. Blowing-air and water-cooled grip systems were then used to cool down the specimens from 250 °C to 100 °C. Longitudinal gradients were initially controlled so that there was less than 5 °C between the upper or lower side of the specimen and its center.

The loading conditions of the different tests are displayed in Table 2. The testing conditions were applied to both non-aged and over aged A319 alloys.

### Table 2
Summary of tests condition for LCF = Low Cycle Fatigue and TMF = Thermo-Mechanical Fatigue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Dwell time</th>
<th>$T$(°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta \varepsilon$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1–0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.1–0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.1–0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100–250</td>
<td>0.2–0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100–250</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>100–250</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$ and $T_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>100–250</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
TMF tests on aged A319, with or without dwell time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Dwell time</th>
<th>$\Delta \varepsilon$ (%)</th>
<th>$N_f$ (10% stress drop)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$ and $T_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>50 s at $T_{\text{max}}$ and $T_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Experimental results and discussion

#### 3.1. Cyclic behavior and lifetimes

The cyclic mechanical behaviors under TMF–LCF conditions for the aged and non-aged A319 alloy are presented in Fig. 3.

The left panels in Fig. 3a and c present the maximum normalized induced stress versus the number of cycles, while the right panels of Fig. 3b and d display the stabilized hysteresis loop in terms of axial strain and normalized axial stress. This hysteresis loop is defined as the strain–stress cyclic behavior of the material for a cycle in which maximum stress is almost stabilized at the
transition between the high and low softening domains. In all cases, the axial stresses are normalized by the maximum stress value obtained in the first cycle of the LCF test in the non-aged condition presented in Fig. 3c and d. However, the “normalized maximum stress” will simply be denoted by the “maximum stress” in the following.

Fig. 4. Influence of the dwell time on TMF tests between 100 °C and 250 °C for A319-LFC (a) on the cyclic material behavior, i.e. minimal and maximal stress as a function of the number of cycles (b) and on the corresponding hysteresis strain-stress loops.

Fig. 5. Tire tracks and fragile rupture after LCF tests at 250 °C, Δε = 0.8% (a) tire tracks and (b) micro-cracks inside intermetallic and eutectic phases.

Fig. 6. In situ tensile test at room temperature, Δε = 0.45% (a) specimen geometry and (b) crack path following brittle eutectic/intermetallic phases.
Fatigue lifetime is classically defined as a 10% stress drop compared to the stabilized stress, so before the complete fracture of the specimen. We can therefore note that the final fracture of the specimen occurs after 110–120% \( N_f \) cycles. This additional lifetime corresponds to a macroscopic crack growth.

If we compare the cyclic behavior of the aged and non-aged specimens in Fig. 3, one can observe a larger hysteresis loop in the aged condition and also smaller minimum and maximum stresses. This is the case for both TMF and LCF tests. One can also note that for these cases lifetimes seem to be inferior for non-aged materials. Moreover, the left panels in Fig. 3a and c exhibit a more pronounced softening for non-aged specimens, for both TMF and LCF tests, compared to aged specimens. This is due to the cumulative effect of the cyclic loading and the aging process which occur during the tests because of the high temperatures. One can then note that softening is more pronounced during the LCF tests. In fact, the material in LCF tests is subjected to a high temperature (250 °C) during the whole cycle, up to failure, contrary to the TMF loadings in which the material is under high temperature (250 °C) for a short period of time. As the coarsening of the precipitation occurs at higher temperatures [21], the softening of the material will be amplified during LCF loading. This leads to a greater decrease in the maximum and minimum stress and a wider hysteresis loop during the LCF tests compared to TMF.

Moreover, it should also be noted that, as TMF tests are conducted between low and high temperatures, the maximum stress obtained in the TMF tests is higher than in the LCF tests, as it corresponds to 100 °C and 250 °C respectively. Therefore, the positive mean stress obtained during the TMF tests is higher than that observed in the LCF tests, which is close to zero.

Finally, the TMF lifetime of different specimens with or without dwell time are compared in Table 3. These tests are conducted with or without dwell time at maximum and minimum temperatures. Fig. 4 shows that the fatigue lifetime of LFC A319 is significantly reduced by dwell time at maximum and minimum temperatures, although the hysteresis strain–stress loops remain nearly identical.

### 3.2. Damage mechanisms

Post mortem damage observations were finally carried out on fracture surfaces using a SEM. Panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 represent the LFC A319 alloy under LCF loading conditions at 250 °C with the strain amplitude (\( \Delta \varepsilon = 0.8\% \)). A large number of micro-cracks is observed both on the boundaries and inside the eutectic phases. A concentration of micro-cracks was observed inside the intermetallic phases \( \beta\)-AlFeSi and the eutectic \( \theta = Al – Al_2Cu \) phases.

Fractures exhibited relatively smooth areas with distinct periodic markings (Fig. 5a) generally denoted as tire tracks. These markings are produced by particles being successively impressed on the mating surfaces of the crack during the crack closure period of the loading cycle [22].

The observations made before and after the testing (see Figs. 1 and 5, respectively) did not permit to detect the initiation moment of the micro-cracks or the initial position of the dominant crack. Post mortem observations of the fracture surfaces seem to reveal that the initiation of the first micro-cracks generally occurred in the neighborhood of the \( \beta\)-AlFeSi intermetallic phases and propagated toward the micro-porosities. In order to validate this observation, in situ tensile tests were performed with an applied axial strain close to 0.45% at room temperature. The observations of the sample confirm that the crack in the phases occurs in the first loading steps of the sample and coalesce later toward a macroscopic crack (see Fig. 6). The crack initiation within the intermetallic phases can certainly be explained by the stress and strain concentration in the phases and at their boundaries due to a gap in mechanical properties. This sudden rupture mechanism has already been observed and described in [23].

### 4. Fatigue lifetime assessment

As it has been observed, under TMF conditions, crack initiation seems to be caused by a fracture of intermetallics in the aluminum matrix. Consequently, the crack growth mainly occurs along brittle phases in the eutectic structure (see Fig. 5b).

Also underlined is the effect of aging and cyclic loading on the induced hysteresis loop and on the mean stress value. Even if the cumulative cyclic plastic strain on a cycle is a first-order parameter in the LCF/TMF process in such aluminum alloys, because of coupling between plasticity and damage, the mean stress effects can be assumed to be considerable on the A319 alloy since damage seems to occur quickly in intermetallics. It therefore seems advantageous to test different LCF criteria based on these mechanical parameters.

The damage induced in the material due to the cyclic loading, described in the previous section, can be estimated using the classical criterion based on dissipated energy denoted as \( W \) [24–26].
However, as this criterion cannot render the role of the mean stress effect, other criteria are tested in this paper: the $W_{\text{eff}}$ criterion [13–15] with a fatigue parameter combining plastic dissipated energy and a term based on the maximum hydrostatic stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, and the $W_{\text{ref}}$ criterion [17] with a fatigue parameter combining plastic dissipated energy and a term based on effective stress $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$.

For the sake of simplicity, we will now denote $\phi_i$ the fatigue parameter, which corresponds to each of these criteria. The index $i$ will denote the additional terms in the expression of the fatigue parameter that are introduced in order to take into account hydrostatic, mean stress effects, etc. The fatigue lifetime of the material is then calculated via a standard power law:

$$\phi_i = A(N_f)^\beta$$

where $N_f$ is the lifetime (number of cycles to failure), and $A$ and $B$ are two real material parameters that were identified by linear regression from the LCF test results (not presented here) and then used in the actual TMF life prediction. The fatigue parameter $\phi_i$ was calculated from the stabilized cycles (see Fig. 3). In the following criteria, the stress amplitude, maximum stress, minimum stress, and hydrostatic pressure are read directly from the measured stabilized hysteretic curve, while the plastic dissipated energy is calculated by integrating over the cycle:

$$W = \int_{\text{cycle}} \sigma \cdot \dot{e}_p \, dt$$

where $\sigma$ is the axial stress and $\dot{e}_p$ the axial plastic strain rate. Therefore, in the case of the dissipated energy, $\phi = W$. In the $W_{\text{ref}}$ criterion, the effective stress amplitude is defined as in [17] by:

$$\Delta\sigma_{\text{eff}} = \Delta\sigma \cdot (3 - R)$$

$$R = \frac{\sigma_{\text{min}}}{\sigma_{\text{max}}}$$

and the fatigue parameter is:

$$\phi_{\text{eff}} = dW + c \left( \frac{\Delta\sigma_{\text{eff}}}{2E} \right)^2$$

where $W$ corresponds to the dissipated energy and is calculated by using Eq. (2), and $c$, $d$, $e$, and $f$ are some material parameters. Moreover, it can be noted that the difficulty when applying the $\phi_{\text{ref}}$ criterion for TMF loadings is to determine which elastic modulus $E$ should be used in the computation [27]. For the aluminum alloy studied, a variation of 200 °C in temperature implied a variation of approximately 15% of the Young modulus (see Fig. 7). Consequently, the modulus in our computations is defined as the mean value of the Young modulus at maximum and minimum temperatures of TMF loadings.

The last energy-based criterion proposed in this study is $\phi_{\text{nut}}$ and its complete expression is:

$$\phi_{\text{nut}} = W + \alpha \sigma_{\text{max}}^\text{max} \sigma_{\text{max}}^\text{max} = \max_{\text{cycle}} \frac{1}{3} tr(\sigma)$$

where $W$ corresponds to the dissipated energy calculated by using Eq. (2), $\sigma_{\text{max}}^\text{max}$ is the maximal hydrostatic pressure during the stabilized cycle, and $\alpha$ is a material parameter.

Then, in addition to the parameters $(A, B)$ of the power law Eq. 1, there is only one parameter to identify $\alpha$ in $\phi_{\text{nut}}$ compared to the four parameters $c, d, e,$ and $f$ of the $\phi_{\text{ref}}$ criterion. As previously stated, all parameters are then calculated by linear regression and optimization of the LCF test results by minimizing a least-square function between measured and estimated lifetimes [13]. These parameters are then used in TMF life prediction. The parameters $\alpha, c, d, e,$ and $f$ are presented in Table 4 and $(A, B)$ of the power law equation are presented in Table 5.

In order to compare the prediction capabilities of the different criteria accurately, we propose to use the correlation coefficient $R^2$, corresponding to the linear association between experimental fatigue lifetimes and computed fatigue lifetimes. $R^2$ is defined as in standard statistical textbooks as:

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{j=1}^n (N_{\text{exp}}^j - N_{\text{comp}}^j)^2}{\sum_{j=1}^n (N_{\text{exp}}^j - \bar{N}_{\text{exp}})^2}$$

where $N_i$ and $\phi_i$ are the lifetimes and fatigue parameters of the experiment $i$ and the subscripts $\text{exp}$ and $\text{comp}$ stand for the experimental and the computed values of $\Phi$ respectively. One can note, that the $R^2$ defined is exactly the coefficient of linear regression between experimental fatigue lifetimes and damage functions. The computed correlation coefficients for each criterion are given in Table 6 and the results obtained with the different criteria are presented in Figs. 8a and b and 9.

In these figures, the predicted and experimental lifetimes obtained with aged LFC-A319 alloy under TMF conditions are compared. One can first observe that lifetimes obtained for TMF tests without dwell time are quite well predicted by the different criteria but, in this particular case, $\phi_{\text{ref}}$ criterion seems to give the better results as all the points are very close to a ±2 factor on the lifetimes. One can note also that the lifetimes obtained for TMF tests with dwell time at $T_{\text{min}}$ are also well predicted. However, in all cases, lifetimes for TMF tests with dwell time at $T_{\text{min}}$ and $T_{\text{max}}$ are overestimated. This is certainly due to the unfavorable effect of dwell time in tension as previously pointed out for many materials [6]. If we compare the $R^2$ obtained for the different criteria,
one can note that all the energy-based criteria are relatively equivalent for the lifetime prediction even if $\phi_{\max}$ best fits the predicted lifetime results with the experimental results.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to study the mechanical properties, damage mechanisms, and the fatigue lifetime of the A319 aluminum alloy used in cylinder heads coming from Lost Foam Casting process. The SEM observations showed the high density of the intermetallics and eutectic phases in the initial microstructure of LFC A319. LCF-TMF test results revealed the different cyclic mechanical properties and fatigue failures of the material: A319 alloy exhibits a higher yield stress compared to the over aged condition. A higher fatigue lifetime was estimated for A319 in LCF tests compared to TMF tests.

The post mortem observation of A319 in the LFC process was carried out, showing a severe brittle fracture inside the eutectic phases and iron-based intermetallics; several tire tracks were observed which proved the damage of a particle or a set of particles.

Finally, different thermo-mechanical fatigue failure energy-based criteria were defined to predict the fatigue lifetime of the A319 LFC material. The material-dependent parameters of these criteria were extracted from the LCF tests. It was shown that all these energy-based criteria present a good agreement between the experimental fatigue lifetime results and the computed results and that the results are relatively improved when incorporating the hydrostatic pressure in an energy approach.
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